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**British Forces Broadcasting Service - Wikipedia**
The British Forces Broadcasting Service (BFBS) provides radio and television programmes for Her Majesty's Armed Forces, and their dependents worldwide. Editorial control is independent of the Ministry of Defence and the armed forces themselves. It was established by the British War Office (now the Ministry of Defence) in 1943. In 1944, it was managed by Gale Pedrick.

**BBC - Home**
The best of the BBC, with the latest news and sport headlines, weather, TV & radio highlights and much more from across the whole of BBC Online.

**British Navy Impressment | History Detectives | PBS**
Impressment, or “press gang” as it was more commonly known, was recruitment by force. It was a practice that directly affected the U.S. and was even one of the causes of the War of 1812.

**Nexttv | Programming| Busines | Multichannel Broadcasting**
'Squid Game,' Shopping, and Netflix’s Ongoing Expansion into Everything Else. David Bloom. Seemingly hours after ‘Squid Game’ became one of the biggest Netflix shows ever, the streaming company and Walmart announced a digital storefront featuring merchandise from the ...

**British broadcasting giant takes aim at new network and**
British broadcasting giant takes aim at new network and the Australian running it (Nigel Farage has since come on board as a GB News host). Another was apparently to revolutionise British broadcasting has fallen flat on its face.

**Brexit. What you need to know about the UK leaving the EU**
Dec 30, 2020 - The UK and EU begin a new relationship on 1 January 2021. Under the terms of the deal, that won’t change on 1 January, but to be sure that neither side has ...

**british high commissioner to australia ‘a sanctimonious bore’ over climate change**
Diana then indirectly confessed to her husband’s infidelity by endorsing Andrew Morton’s scandalous book about her public and private life, Diana: Her True Story. Confirming that she, too, had an
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The British Forces Broadcasting Service (BFBS) provides radio and television programmes for Her Majesty’s Armed Forces, and their dependents worldwide. Editorial control is independent of the Ministry of Defence and the armed forces themselves. It was established by the British War Office (now the Ministry of Defence) in 1943.

**In 1944, it was managed by Gale Pedrick.**

**BBC - Wikipedia**
The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) is the national broadcaster of the United Kingdom. Headquartered at Broadcasting House in London, it is the world’s oldest national broadcaster, and the largest broadcaster in the world by number of employees, employing over 22,000 staff in total, of whom approximately 19,000 are in public-sector broadcasting.
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**british high commissioner to australia ‘a sanctimonious bore’ over climate change**
Diana then indirectly confessed to her husband’s infidelity by endorsing Andrew Morton’s scandalous book about her public and private life, Diana: Her True Story. Confirming that she, too, had an

**the most scandalous interviews in the history of the british monarchy**
A British Conservative Member of Parliament, Dehenna Davison has opened up about her sexuality in an interview with GB News, which is due to be broadcast on Monday (11 October).

**british lawmaker comes out as bisexual after split from husband who is 35 years older**
which owns British political weekly magazine, The Spectator, and ITP Media Group. Neil has held the position of chairman of The Spectator since 2008, after The Scotsman was sold by Press Holdings

**gb news: why did andrew neil quit the new ‘british fox news’ channel? here’s what neil said about gb news - and what will he do now?**
Andrew Neil has broken his silence since quitting GB News For different reasons, you both are hugely important for British broadcasting.” In the statement released today, Neil said: “I

**andrew neil breaks silence after quitting gb news as chairman**
While the former chairman and lead presenter of GB News had decades of print and it seems that Neil’s attempt to revolutionise British broadcasting has fallen flat on its face.

**now andrew neil has left gb news, i’m selflessly volunteering to replace him**
London: When Andrew Neil swings he rarely misses – the giant of British broadcasting to stop Brexit (Nigel Farage has since come on board as a GB News host). Another was apparently to

**british broadcasting giant takes aim at new network and the australian running it**
Dehenna Davison, a conservative MP has said she was “overwhelmed by the outpouring of love” after discussing her bisexuality in public for the first time. The Britis

**british politician dehenna davison says she’s ‘overwhelmed by love’ after coming out as bisexual**
With the news today in their remits to broadcast ‘original’ content. This was previously considered sufficient to ensure their programming had a characteristically British dimension.

**uk government lining up requirement for public service broadcasters to produce “distinctively british” content — rts convention**
Great British Bake Off viewers were left ‘disappointed’ and ‘upset’ as the show was once again ‘ruined’ due to technical difficulties. Fans of the hit baking competition show on Channel 4 tuned in on

**great british bake off hit with complaints from ‘disappointed’ fans as channel 4 technical issues continue**
Andrew Neil says he left GB News as he did not want to be part The various biases do not cancel themselves; they merely turn over British broadcasting to special interest groups with their
don't blame rupert murdoch or nigel farage – ofcom is responsible for the demise of impartial news
The bad news is that the New York Post and British tabloid The Sun, and he'll write a book under News Corp's HarperCollins. It will be Morgan's first TV job since he stormed off the

piers morgan joins fox news six months after storming off british tv over meghan markle
Take a look at the list below and see if any of your favourites have made the cut British TV has always had a lot to offer. From classic series such as Yes, Minister and Doctor Who to new, original

the 100 best british tv shows of all time
Sky News has learnt and much-loved, British institution. While Ofcom is responsible for conducting the search for board members of Channel 4 under the 1990 Broadcasting Act, appointable

ministers hire jp morgan to screen options for future of channel 4
Piers Morgan, the former editor of the UK tabloid News of the World sit-down interview for an Australian broadcast media outlet with Donald Trump since he was elected US president in 2016”.

sky news australia rolls out the red carpet for piers morgan, who vows to take on ‘woke world’
Katty Kay, who had left the BBC for Ozy, resigned, and the A&E cable network canceled the broadcast of a documentary Last year, while still employed by the British media organization, she

at ozy media, a star journalist quits, and a key investor backs away
Mr Dan Tehan had told Australian Broadcasting Corporation radio on build at least eight nuclear-powered submarines with US and British technology under the new Aukus security partnership.

french trade minister declines to meet with australian counterpart
Bassist Alan Lancaster, a founding member of the British band Status Quo according to the Australian Broadcasting Network. The group changed its name to The Status Quo – later shortened

status quo founding member alan lancaster dead at 72
The only independent, publicly funded media outlet on Chinese soil, Radio Television Hong Kong (RTHK) has been broadcasting since 1928 and is sometimes compared to the British Broadcasting

hong kong’s government broadcaster ordered to support national security mission
In their first joint appearance since welcoming their daughter, Lilibet, in June, Harry and Meghan will be in New York on Saturday for Global Citizen Live, a 24-hour broadcast in Central Park

prince harry and meghan markle push for vaccine equity. where are the remaining royals?
Police announced on Wednesday that it will not launch a criminal investigation into BBC reporter Martin Bashir’s

1995 interview with Princess Diana. The Metropolitan Police confirmed the news
princess diana’s interview with martin bashir will not face criminal investigation, police say
British broadcasting veteran Andrew Neil stepped down Monday as chairman of GB News, just three months after he launched it amid great fanfare to provide an alternative to an alleged

veteran broadcaster andrew neil quits as chairman of gb news
GB News, which has struggled for viewers since its launch and by New York-based Discovery and British investor Paul Marshall, among others. British broadcasting rules require news channels

veteran broadcaster andrew neil quits as chairman of gb news
LONDON — British broadcasting veteran Andrew Neil stepped down elite” bias among the U.K.’s established news channels. GB News, which has struggled for viewers since its launch and often faced mockery on social
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LONDON — British broadcasting veteran Andrew Neil among the U.K.’s established news channels. GB News, which has struggled for viewers since its launch and often faced mockery on social

struggling channel gb news hires nigel farage to host show
GB News, a British news channel that launched last GB News has had a rocky start since it began broadcasting in mid-June with a roster of hosts that included newspaper and TV news veteran

struggling channel gb news hires nigel farage to host show
LONDON — British broadcasting veteran Andrew Neil among the established news channels. GB News, which has struggled for viewers since its launch and faced mockery on social media